Improving Covalent Organic Frameworks Fluorescence by Triethylamine Pinpoint Surgery as Selective Biomarker Sensor for Diabetes Mellitus Diagnosis.
The nitrogen-containing imine or hydrazone linked covalent organic frameworks (COFs) are poorly luminescent due to the fluorescence quenching by nitrogen atoms in the linkages, even if highly luminescent units and linkers are employed. The fluorescence quenching pathway to prevent linkage-originated to mitigate the inherent limitations of the linkage is a promising method for luminescent COFs. The generation of N- by deprotonation of the N-H unit eliminates the electron transfer from N lone pair to COF (TpPa-1) and enhances the luminescence. In this work, TpPa-1 achieved turn-on luminescence response with good sensitivity and reproducibility toward triethylamine (TEA) vapor in the process of deprotonation. The fabricated detector offers a viable approach for sensing ppm-level TEA, which can remind people to take timely measures to reduce the environmental hazards caused by TEA. The fluorescent sensor TpPa-1@LE constructed by the products of TpPa-1 and TEA can quantitatively trace biomarker methylglyoxal (MGO) for diabetes mellitus diagnosis in serum system. Furthermore, using TEA and MGO as input signals and the two fluorescence emissions G476 and Y525 as output signals, an advanced analytical device based on two Boolean logic gates with INH and AND function is constructed. This work provides a new strategy for improving the weak luminescence of COF in aqueous solution and realizes selective response to biomarker (MGO) for diabetes mellitus diagnosis.